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Summary  

 
Through specific cytogenetic studies, the evolution of a Sticker tumor on 5 years-

old crossbred bitch, was studied. Since diagnostic moment and after weekly administration 
of four cytostatic doses (5 flor uracil) the study was performed. Biopsies were taken to 
assess the evolution number and chromosomes integrity from metaphase cells through 
cytogenetical smears.  

Microscopic analysis of samples revealed at the beginning a specific tumor 
chromosomal stemline with 58-60 chromosomes, among which 16-18 were biarmed, and the 
rest of them were acrocentric. None metaphasic cell with 78 chromosome, 76 autosome was 
found, all were acrocentric and metacentric gonosoms. 
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Sticker sarcoma is an epitheliotropic venereal tumor of vaginal segment on 

female, and preputial and penial segments on male canine species. 
The morphology of Sticker tumor is consistent with a lymphosarcoma 

(Sticker), and according to another authors this one is a reticular monocytoma with 
evolution through sarcoma (5), or peritelioma with evolution through sarcoma (8). 

Cytogenetic studies made on tumors from different dogs have revealed in 
each tumor the presence of a cell line very stabile (stemline). So far, Sofuni and 
Markino (7) established the existence in tumoral cells of 59 chromosomes, instead 
of 78, from which 17 were biarmed, atypical for canine species and the rest 42 
were acrocentric and had the characteristic form for the specie. Barski and 
Cornefert (2) found in two venereal tumors from bitches, cells with 59 chromosome 
average number, but with large variation on biarmed 13-17. Weber and col. (9) 
found also 59 chromosomes in Sticker tumor cells, but with few biarmed, only 15. 

All the cytogenetic studies made on tumor revealed the existence of 
differences between chromosomal complement of tumor cell and those standards 
for canine species. All these studies, regarding the transmission through coital act, 
have involved the chromosomal behavior in cells after tumor transplantation. Few 
references have studied chromosomal behavior when therapeutic tentative was 
done. In this study we wanted to complete this list of concerns and to pursue what 
happens in the cell, at chromosomal level, after successive administration of 
statmokinetic substances. 
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Materials and methods 
 

The clinical investigation was made on both the whole tumors and 
cytological smears, on 5 biopsied samples taken from a 5 years-old crossbred 
female, which came at the Obstetrics and Gynecology Veterinary Clinic of  
Veterinary Medicine Faculty, in Timisoara. 

The tumor was evaluated through the following measurements: 
circumference in median region and the length from the top of the tumor till the 
periclitoridian region insertion. This was done when the diagnostic was established 
and for periodical follow-ups, before administration of each cytostatic dose. 
Vincristine sulfate, commercial product Sindovin, was used as cytostatic, at dose of 
0,750 mg/m2, once per week, for 4 weeks. 

Five biopsies samples were taken, with 2-3 mm3 fragments, under asepsis 
condition and under local-regional anesthesia, in the moment of tracking and 
before administration of each cytostatic. 

Because of the mitotic index in Sticker tumor was high, to obtain the 
cytogenetic samples we used a direct method, without incubation. The work 
technique was established based on cytogenetic techniques on mammals (3), 
taking into account the guidelines established by Raicu and col. (6) for solid 
tumors. 

From each fragment, smears were made, but only those which were 
relevant were kept, and from each fragment 10 metaphases were analyzed. 
 

Results and discussions 
 
After the direct clinical evaluations of the tumor we observed (table 1), that 

the tumor kept its initial limits till before the third cytostatic administration (21 days). 
After that, suddenly, its size began to diminish, so that, at 10 weeks after the 
diagnostic, it wasn’t clinical able to detect. 

Table 1 
Evolution of tumor parameters clinically inspected 

 
The cytogenetic evaluations were made after microscopic analysis, through 

oil immersion objective, 50 metaphases, and 10 for each biopsy fragment. The 
general aspect of cells interphase nucleus and chromosomal analysis were 
studied: the number, structural reshuffing and possible ‘’marker’’ chromosome were 
pursued. The results of microscopic observations we detailed for each fragment 
separately. 

Specification Time interval (days) Obs. 
Parameters Debut 7  14   21 28  70  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Circumference (mm) 26 27 25 12 8 0  
Length (mm) 32 33 30 15 10 0  
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In all samples made from 5 biopsies the general aspect of cytogenetic 
smears has revealed appearance of interphase nucleus with size approximately 
equal, in almost all the cases, but also bigger and smaller nucleus compared with 
the average, but in fewer percentages. 

In metaphases obtained from the biopsied fragment, when the tumor was 
identified (P1),chromosome numbers oscillated from 58 to 60 (table 2). Most of the 
cells had 59 chromosomes. Morphological analysis revealed only autosome 
modifications, gonosomes kept their morphological aspect (metacentric) throughout 
the cells. In this way, we observed the presence of variable number, 16-18 biarmed 
chromosomes (metacentric and submetacentric), forms in which normal autosomal 
complement of canine specie are not present. 

 
Table 2 

The evolution of chromosomal number in tumor cells 
Specific. Chromosome numbers  Average 

Sample 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 number 
P1-debut 1 6 3 - - - - - - - - - - 59 
P2-7 days 1 4 3 2 - - - - - - - - - 59 
P314days - 5 2 1 2 - - - - - - - - 59 
P421days -  - 1 5 1 1 2 - - - - - - 61 
P528days - - - - - 4 2 1 1 - - 1 1 63 
 

In the metaphases of the second biopsied sample, P2, the number of the 
chromosomes found, varied between 58 and 61, but in most metaphases (4), their 
number was 59 (Table 2.). Morphologicaly, the identified chromosomes were in 
their majority acrocentric, but were found atypical-biarmed chromosomes also. 
Their number varied from one cell to another, from 14 to 17. 

The cellular aneuploid stemline, with 59 chromosomes, in contrast with the 
canine specific stemline with 78 chromosomes, was also holded in the analyzed  
metaphases from the samples P3, obtained 14 days after the diagnosis and 7 days 
after administrating the first dose of cytostatic  (Table 2.). Morphologically, the 
chromosomes were variable: metacentric and submetacentric 14-16, and the rest 
of the autosomes were acrocentric. 

In the majority of the metaphases from the three samples, there was, at 
least, one big and submetacentric chromosome, with negative heteropignosis in the 
distal chromatides, a possible homogenously staining region (HSR) (Fig.1). 
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Fig.1. Microscopic aspects of a metaphase with 59 chromosomes and with a HSR 

chromosome 
 

In the examined metaphases from the sample obtained before the third 
administration of cytostatic, P4, the aneuploidy of the cell was conserved; only the 
variation interval of chromosome number was larger, from 60 to 64. Most of the 
cells,five, had 61 chromosomes. Regarding the morphological aspect of the 
chromosomes, a decreasing number of biarmed chromosomes were observed, 9-
11. Therewith, the presence of a big submetacentric chromosome with distal 
hypochromatic arms was no more observed (Fig. 2). 

A higher deviation from the stemline with 59 chromosomes was observed, 
confirmed to be specific for Sticker tumor, after analyzing the metaphases from P5 
fragment also. In these ones, the average modal number was by 63 chromosomes, 
in 4 of the 10 metaphases, with a great variation, 63-70 chromosomes, in 
comparison with the number of chromosomes in the metaphases from the other 
samples. From a morphologic point of view, 8-10 biarmed chromosomes were 
identified and the rest were acrocentric . Neither in these metaphases was a big 
submetacentric noted with distal hypochromatic arms.    
 

 
Fig. 2. Microscopic image of a metaphase from a Sticker tumor: decreasing number 
of the thranslocated chromosomes and the disappearing of the HSR chromosome. 
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Cytogenetic investigations made on biopsied samples,obtained from a 
spontaneous tumor, maintained in its occurring place, vestibule-vaginal, in a bitch 
administrated with cytostatic, shown some aspects which need to be discussed. 
Firstly, a variable cell population was observed, regarding the number of 
chromosomes, but with a constant stemline with 59 chromosomes, a number 
identified for the first time by Makino (4), and considered to be characteristic for the 
Sticker sarcoma. Maintaining this stemline, after two doses of cytostatic attests 
Ajelo’s and Pasca’s (5) opinion, regarding the transmission from one gender to 
another by cellular contagion, the  tumor being disseminated spontaneously by 
engrafting intact cells into the microlesions of the genital mucosa of the other 
partner. 

The instability of the chromosomal number, noted before inoculating the 
third or fourth dose of cytostatic, is the consequence of its intervention, which didn’t 
succeed to stop cell division entirely, this clearly showed being under the impulses 
of the tumor. The fourth dose succeeded in this procedure, and that is why the 
tumor is decreasing in sizes gradually, 70 days after the diagnosis, disappearing 
entirely.    

The antimitotic effect was observed not only by the instability of 
chromosomal number inside the tumor, but by reducing their sizes also and 
especially by disappearance of the submetacentric chromosome with hypocolored 
regions, considered as “marker” in this tumor by other authors (4, 5, 7, 9). 
 

Conclusions 
 

It was proved one more time, the stemline with 59 chromosomes of the 
Sticker tumor in dogs.  

Four doses of cytostatic were used, preferred for its action pathway, blocking 
the formation of the division spindle, stopping in this way the increasing of the 
tumor by new cells from that anatomic region in which it has developed.   

The first two doses of cytostatic didn’t alter the biological processes in the 
tumor, proved by conserving the chromosomal content between tumoral standard 
limits: 59, with 16-18 biarmed chromosomes, atypical, regarding their form, for 
canine breeds. 

The next two doses had destabilized the standard tumoral number of 
chromosomes, increasing their number gradually, 63-70 and decreasing the 
number of those biarmed, 8-10.    
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